
Better faceplate mounting
When I started turning years ago, I 
learned to glue a piece of standard 
paper (about .004" thick) between my 
bowl blank and the mounting block for 
easy separation of the fi nished piece. 
Unfortunately, I found that the 
technique worked a little too well, 
oft en releasing the bowl before I 
was ready to dismount it. I soon realized 
that the solution was to cut the paper discs 
about 11/4  " smaller in diameter than the 
mounting block. Th is leaves a solid band 
of glued wood-to-wood contact at the 
perimeter of the block to keep the bowl 
solidly attached during turning. When 
I’m ready to remove it, I use a parting 
tool to cut into the seam down to the 
paper. At that point, a bump with the 
heel of a hand will pop the bowl free.
—Ken Burton, New Tripoli, Pennsylvania
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Here’s your chance 
to help someone 
become a better 
woodworker and get 
rewarded for the 
effort. The winner of 
next issue’s Top Tip 
award will receive 
a Woodcraft Gift 
Card worth $250. All others will receive $125 for 
a published illustrated tip, or $75 for a non-illustrated tip. 
Published tips become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.

Send your ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020

-or-
visit woodcraftmagazine.com, and click on “Contact”.

Important: Please include your phone number,
as an editor may need to call you if your 
trick is considered for publication.

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!

Wood-to-wood glue contact 
ensures secure mounting.

Glue and clamp mounting 
block to bowl blank.

Small disc of paper eases 
removal of turning blank.

BOWL BLANK
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Telescoping hold-down
Hold-down clamps are an effective 
way to secure work in process, 
as when pattern routing the 
flag cutting board on page 48. 
Unfortunately, most commercial 
hold-downs are restricted to a 
fairly limited reach. If the sizes of 
the workpieces vary, you need to 
remove and reposition a clamp in 
another jig mounting hole. Not 
wanting to turn my templates into 
Swiss cheese or waste time rearranging 
clamps, I make my own wooden versions. 
These include long slots that allow easy extension 
or retraction to increase or reduce reach. They cost a 
fraction of the price of commercial versions, and are quick 
and easy to produce. I have made enough that I can dedicate 
a batch to any particular jig, which is less time consuming 
than switching them out from one set-up to another. 
—Scott Grove, Canandaigua, New York
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13⁄4" Clamping knob 
5⁄16-18 thread

Centered slot
3⁄8 × 11⁄2"

5⁄8 × 15⁄8 × 8"

11⁄2"

Drill counterbore in 
bottom face of base 
to recess bolt head.

Round over 
bottom edge.

5⁄8 × 15⁄8"
(Adjust height to 
suit workpiece.)

Affix sandpaper to 
bottom to improve 
holding power.

5⁄16-18 carriage Bolt
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Zero-clearance jigsaw base
Some jigsaw manufacturers offer zero-clearance 
inserts that pop into place in a saw’s base to 
hug the blade, minimizing tearout by holding 
down wood fibers at the edge of the saw kerf. 
If a commercial version isn’t available for 
your particular saw model, you can make an 
auxiliary base plate with a zero-clearance blade 
slot to do the same job. Begin by cutting a 
piece of 1/4"-thick clear acrylic or polycarbonate 
to roughly the size of your tool’s base plate. 
Then lay out and saw a blade slot using the 
bandsaw or your jigsaw, lightly sanding away 
any melted plastic burrs at the edges afterward. 
Attach the new plate to the bottom of your 
saw with double-faced tape, and you’re good 
to go for splinter-free cuts. When making my 
base plate, I took the opportunity to extend 
it 1/2" forward of the existing base to provide 
more workpiece contact when starting a cut. 
—Andy Rae, Asheville, North Carolina
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Attach 1⁄4"-thick 
acrylic auxiliary 
base plate using 
double-faced tape.

Zero-clearance blade slot 
holds down wood fibers 
for splinter-free cuts. 
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Quick rip fence reset 
There are times when your 
table saw rip fence is precisely 
positioned for a job, but 
sitting atop your throat plate 
when you need to change 
blades or perhaps adjust the 
width of a dado head. To save 
yourself the hassle of fussing 
a displaced fence back into 
position afterward, simply butt 
the end of a board against it 
and then clamp the board to 
your saw table before moving 
the fence. When done with 
the blade change, slide the 
fence against the board, lock it 
down, remove the board, and 
you are exactly back in action.
—Quinn Jackman, 
St. Charles, Missouri
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Piloting a 
Forstner bit
When drilling out a salt shaker 
interior on the lathe recently, 
I was having trouble keeping 
the Forstner bit traveling on 
center. I wondered if the old 
metal-working trick of drilling 
a large hole by starting with a 
smaller one might help. Sure 
enough, a 1/8"-diameter hole 
drilled though the axis of my 
shaker blank was enough to 
guide the tip on the Forstner 
bit to keep it on track. 
—Ben Kerr, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Stop board registers 
fence location for 
precise repositioning.
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